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The listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the

application:

Listing of Claims:

aaims 1-83 cancelled,

84. (currently amended) A method for facilitating commumcation$ between a

network node and a Head End of an access network, the access network including a plurality of

nodes which commxmicate with the Head End via at least one upstream chaxxael and at least one

downstream channel, the access network including a first node adapted to communicate with the

Head End via at least one downstream channel and at least one upstream chaimel, the access

network further including a second node adapted to communicate with the Head End via at least

one downstream channel and at least one upstream channel, the at least one downstream channel

including a first downstream channel and a second downstream channel, wherein the first

downstream channel is associated with a first channel identifier, and the second downstream

channel is associated with a second channel identifier, the at least one upstream channel

inclndiQg a first upstream channel associated with a third channel identifier, wherein the third

channel identifier is different firan the first channel identifier and second channel identifier, the

method comprising:

communicating between the Head End and the first and second nodes via the first

downstream channel;

monitpring bandwidth-related information associated with the first and second

downstream channels:

performing a load balancing operation which include^ tranjtTtiitting a dynamic chafinftT

ch^ge request to the first nodft in nrrfcr to cause the first node to switch from the first

downstream channel to the second downstceam channel, wherein the load balancing operation is

performed for die purpose of managing bandwidth resources on the first and second downstream

channels:

receiving, at the first node, a first communication from the Head End, said first

communication including the request to perform a dynamic channel change operation, said

dynamic channel change (DCC) request including a request to perform a downstream channel

change operation;
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respondmg to the dynamic channel change request by implementing the downstream

channel change operation at the first node;

communicating between the Head End and the first node via the second downstream

channel after successful completion of the downstream channel change operation; and

communicating between the Head End and the second node via the first downstream

channel after successful completion of the downstream channel change operation at the first

node.

85. (previously presented) The method of claim S4 wherein the first downstream

channel has associated thetiewith a first ftequency, and wherein the second downstream channel

has associated therewith a second fiequency, the niethod further comprising:

maintaining the first and second frequencies associated with the first and second

downstream channels during the impletuenting of the downstream chaimel change operation at

the first node.

86. (previously presented) The method of claim 84 further comprising performing a

load balancing operation which includes transmitting the dynamic channel change request to the

first node in order to cause the first node to switch from the first downstream channel to the

second downstream channeL

87. (canoeUed)

88. (previously presented) The method of claim 84 wherein implementing the

dynamic channel change operation comprises switching fix)m the first downstream channel to the

second downstream channel to receive communications from the Head End,

89- (previously presented) The method of claim 84 further conapiising commumcating

with the Head End using data received on the first downstream channel prior to performing the

dynamic channel change operation,

90. <jjrEviously presented) The method of claim 88 wherein implementing the

dynamic chaimel change operation further comprises determining whether said second

downstream channel is currently being used for receiving communications ftxnn the Head End.
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91. (preAaously presented) The method of claim 88 farther comprising transmitting a

dynamic channel change response to the Head End in response to receiving the dynamic channel

change request.

92. (previously presented) The method of claim 84, wherein the method further

comprises:

determining whether data transmitted at the Head End is successfully received on the

second downstream channel; and

switching from the second downstream channel to the first downstream channel in

response to a determiiiation that data transmitted at the Head End can not be successfully

received on the second downstream channel.

93. (previously presented) The method of claim S4 wherein said access network is a

wireless network,

94. (previously presented) The method of claim 84 wherein said access network is a

cable network, said plurality of nodes are cable modems, and wherein said Head End comprises

a Cable Modem Termination System (CMTS).

95. (previously presented) The method of claim 84 further comprising:

receiving a request ftom the Head End to switch from the first upstream chaimel to a

second upstream channel; and

switching to said second upstream channel and said second downstream channel at

substantially the same time.

96- (previously presented) The method of claim 95 further comprising:

switching firom the fest upstream chaimel to a second upstream channel for transirdtting

data to the Head Bad; and

switching from the first downstream channel to the second downstream channel for

receivmg data from the Head End.

97. (previously presented) The method of claim 95 wherein the switching of the

upstream and downstream channels results in a switching between a first domain and a second

domain of the access network.
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98- (previously presented) The method of claim 97 further comprising ixutiating a

domain registration procedure after successfully switching the upstream and downstream

channels.

99. (previously presented) The method of claim 98 further comprising initiating a

ranging procedure after successfully switching the upstream and downstream channels,

100. (previously presented) The method of claim 95 wheiein the first and second

downstream channels are not in synchronization.

101. <cuxrently amended) A system for facilitating communications between a

network node and a Head End of an access network, the access network including a plurality of

nodes which communicate with the Head End via at least one upstream channel and at least one

downstream channel, the access network inclxiding a first node adapted to communicate with the

Head End via at least one downstream channel and at least one upstream channel, the access

network further including a second node adapted to communicate with the Head End via at least

one downstream channel and at least one upstream channel, the at least one downstream channel

including a first downstream channel and a second downstream channel, wherein the first

downstream channel is associated with a first channel identifier, and the second downstream

channel is associated with a second channel identifier, the at least one upstream channel

including a first upstream channel associated with a third channel identifier, wherein the third

channel identifier is different from the first channel identifier and second channel identifier, the

system comprising:

at least one processor;

at least one interface configured or designed to provide a communication link to at least

one other networic device in the data network; and

memory;

the system being configured or designed to:

communicate between the Head End and the first and second nodes via the first

downstream channel;

monitor bandwiMt>i,T».lgted information associated with the first and second downstream

channels:
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perfonn a load balancing operatLon which includes traTi.cTTtifrinp;_a_dvnainic channel

change request to the first node in crrder to cause the first node to switch from the first

downstream channel to the second downstream channel, wherein the load balancing operation is

performed for the punK)se of managing_bandwidth resoxtrces on the first and second downstream

channels:

receive, at the first node, a first communication from the Head End, said first

communication including a request to perfom a dynamic channel change operation, said

dynamic channel change (DCC) request including a request to perforai a downstream channel

change operation;

respond to the dynamic channel change request by implementing the downstream channel

change operation at the first node;

communicate between the Head End and the first node via the second downstream

channel after successful completion of the downstream channel change operation ; and

communicate between the Bead End and the second node via the first downstream

chamel after successful completion of the downstream charmel. change operation at the first

node,

102. (previously presented) The system of claim 101 being further cotifigured or

designed to:

implement the dynamic channel change operation at the first node by switching fix)m the

first downstream diannel to the second downstream channel to receive communications from the

103. (previously presented) The system of claim 101 being further configured or

designed to:

communicate with the Head End using data received on the first downstream channel

prior to performing the dynamic channel change operation,

104. (previously presented) The system of claim 102 being further configured or

designed to:

determine whether said second downstream channel is currently being used for receiving

commimications from the Head End.
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105. (previously presented) The system of claim 102 being further configured or

designed to:

transmit a dynamic channel change response to the Head End in response to receivit^g the

dynamic channel change request.

106. (previously presented) The system of claim 101, being further configured or

designed to:

deteurdne whether data tcansmitted at the Head End is successfully received on the

second downstream channel; and

switch fcom the second downstream channel to the first downstream channel in respoxise

to a deternoination that data transmitted at the Head End can not be successfully received on the

second downstream channel.

107. (previously presented) The system of claim 101 wherein said access network is a

wireless network.

108. (previously presented) The system of claim 101 wherein said access network is a

cable network, said first node is a cable modem, and wh^iein said Head End comprises a Cable

Modem Teimination S3rstem (CMTS).

109- (ipreviously presented) TTie system of claim 101 being further configured or

designed to:

receive a request fix^m the Head End to switch from the first upstream channel to a

second upstream channel; and

switch to said second upstream channel and said second downstream channel at

substantially the same time.

110. (previously presented) The system of claim 109 being further configured or

designed to:

switching finom the first upstream channel to a second upstream channel to transmit data

to the Head End; and

switch ficom the first downstream channel to the second downstream channel to receive

data from the Head End.
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111- (previously presented) The system of claim 109 wherein the switching of the

upstream and downstream channels results in a switching between a first domain and a second

domain of the access network.

112- (previously presented) The system of claim Ul being further configured or

designed to:

initiate a domain registration procedure after successfully switching the upstream and

downstream channels.

113. (previously presented) The system of claim 112 being further configured or

designed to:

initiate a ranging procedure after successfully switching the upstream and downstream

channels,

114. (previously presented) The system of claim 109 wherein the first and second

downstream channels are not in synchronizatiorL

115. (currently amended) A computer program product for facilitating

communications between a network node and a Head End of an access network, the access

n^ork including a plurality of nodes which communicate with the Head End via at least one

upstream chaimel and at least one downstream channel, the access network including a first node

adapted to communicate with the Head End via at least one downstream channel and at least one

upstream channel, the access network further including a second node adapted to communicate

with the Head End via at least one downstream channel and at least one upstream channel, the at

least one downstream channel including a first downstream channel and a second downstream

channel, wherein the first downstream channel is associated with a first channel identifier, and

the second downstream channel is associated with a second channel identifier, the at least one

upstream channel including a first upstream chaimel associated with a third channel identifier,

wherein the third channel identifier is different fix>m the first chaimel identifier and second

channel identifier, the computer program product comprising:

a conq>uter usable medium having computer readable code embodied therein, the

compute readable code comprising:

computer code for communicating between the Head End and the first and second nodes

via the first downstream channel;
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namputer code for monitoring bandwidth-related infofmation associated with the first and

second downstneam chanTiels;

computfij code for perfomiing a load balancing operatfon which includes transmitrinp; a

dynamic channel change Truest to the first node in order to cause the first node to switch from

the first downstream channel to the second downstream channel, wherein the load balancing

oneration is performed for the purpose of managing bandwidth resources on the first and second

downstream channels;

computer code for receiving, at the jSrst node, a first comxnunication from the Head End,

said first communication including a request to perform a dynamic channel change operation,

said dynamic channel change (pCC) request including a request to perform a downstream

channel change operation;

computer code for i^sponding to the dynamic channel change request by implementing

the downstream channel change operation at the first node;

computer code for commxmicatii^ between the Head End and the first node via the

second downstream charmel after successful completion of the downstream channel change

op^ation ; and

computer code for communicating between the Head End and the second node via the

first downstieaxn channel after successful completion of the downstream charmel change

operation at the fiist node*

116. (previously presented) The computer program product of claim 115 wherein the

computer code for implementing the dynamic channel change operation comprises:

computer code for switching fix)m the first downstream channel to the second

downstream channel to receive communications from the Head End*

117. (previously presented) The computer program product of claim 115 further

comprising:

oornputer code for communicating with the Head End using data received on the first

downstream channel prior to performing the dynamic chaimel change operation,

118. (previously presented) The computer program product of claim 116 wherein the

computer code for implementing the dynamic channel change operation further comprises;

computer code for determining whether said second dowmtream channel is ctraently

being used for receiving communications from the Head End.
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119. (previomly presented) The computer program product of claim 116 further

comprisit^:

computer code for transmittiug a dynamic channel change response to the Head End in

response to receiving the dynamic channel change request.

120. (previously presented) The computer program product of cl^ 115 farther

comprising:

computer code for detennining whether data transmitted at the Head End is successfully

received on the second downstream channel; and

computer code for switching from the second downstream channel to the first

downstream chamxel in response to a determination that data transmitted at the Head End can not

be successfully received on the second downstream channel.

121. (currently amended) A system for facilitating communications between a

network node and a Head End of an access network, the access network including a plurality of

nodes which communicate with the Head End via at least one upstream channel and at least one

downstream channel the access network including a first node adapted to communicate with the

Head End via at least one downstream channel and at least one upstream channel, die access

network further including a second node adapted to communicate with the Head End via at least

one downstream channel and at least one upstream channel, the at least one downstream channel

including a first downstream channel and a second downstream channel, wherein the first

downstream channel is associated with a first channel identifier, and the second downstream

channel is associated with a second channel identifier, the at least one upstream channel

including a first upstream channel associated with a third channel identifier, wherein the third

channel identifier is difffen&nt fix>m the first channel identifier and second channel identifier, the

system comprising:

means for communicating between the Head End and the first and second nodes via the

first downstream channel;

^eans for monitoring bandwidth-^related information associated with the first and second

downstnftarm channels:

Tnf^anQ for performing a load balancing operation which includes transroitdng a dynamic

^hATiT^^I change leouest to the first node in order to cause the first node to switch from t^e pi:st

rlnwnfttreflTn channel to the second downstream channel, wherein the load balancing operation is
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p^ormed for th^. piTpose of managing bandwidth resourc^̂ ^ on the first nrd Rftcond downstream

charmelsjL

mean$ for receiving, at the first node, a first communication from the Head End, said first

communication including a request to perform a dynauiic channel change operation, said

dynamic channel change pCC) request including a request to perfonn a downstream channel

change operation;

means for responding to the dynamic channel change request by implementing the

downstream channel change operation at the first node;

means for communicating between the Head End and the first node via the second

downstream channel after successful completion of the downstream channel change operation ;

and

means for communicating between the Head End and the second node via the first

downstream channel after successful completion of the downstream channel change operation at

the first node.

122, (cunently amended) A method for facilitating communications between a

network node and a Head End of an access network, the access network including a plurality of

nodes which communicate with the Head End via at least one upstream channel and at least one

downstream channel, the acces$ network including a first node adapted to communicate with the

Head Bad via at least one downstream channel and at least one upstream channel, the access

network further including a second node adapted to communicate with the Head End via at least

one downstream channel and at least one upstream channel, the at least one downstream channel

including a first downstream channel and a second downstteam channel, wherein the first

downstream channel is assocdated with a first channel identifier, and the second downstream

channel is associated with a second channel identifier, the at least one upstream channel

including a first upstream channel associated with a third channel identifier, wherein the third

channel identifier is different fixjm the first channel identifier and second channel identifier, the

method comprising:

communicating between the Head End and the first and second nodes via the first

downstream channel;

monitoring bandwidth-related inf^Tmatinn associated with the first _and second

downstream channels:

performing a load balancin^operation which includes transmitting a dyrtam^r channel

fhtm^A request. ^aiH dYnaTnic channel change reoucst including a request to perform a
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Hn^vnst^eam cha^^^^T change operation in order to fiaiise the first node to switch frpm the fiy^t

Hnwn5.tream ch^r.^^^ tn the secQTid downstream rhATinftl. wherein the load baJancing operation is

perfonned for thf. purpose of ipftnaging bandwidth T^soiirces on the first and second downstream

channels;

UoxiflmittiDg Q fet rngnr-nt To n,rt nnrin fn pnrfnmi a dvnajnio chaimol chongo

^oratioB, Goid n x-:it request includiiig a rcguoot to peifomi a dowa:>ti-cam ohomiel otiriTicc
-

opcratioii in order to rnn-r- Xh^ ^^^^ ^^^'^ rnntrh frnm tho firot dow^^stgcaiii chtmncl to tho

Gooond do^niatrcani chnnnrft

communicating between the Head End and the first node via the second downstream

channel after successful completion of the downstream channel change operation at the first

node; and

communicating between the Head End and the second node via the first downstream

channel after successful completion of the downstream channel change operation at the first

node.

123. (previously presented) The method of claim 122 wherein said access network is a

wireless network.

124- (previously presented) Hie method of claim 122 wherein said access network is a

cable network, said plurality of nodes are cable modems, and wherein said Head End comprises

a Cable Modem Termination Systera (CMTS).

125- (cancelled)

126, (cancelled)

127- (currently amended) A system for facilitating communications between a

network node and a Head End of an access network, the access network including a plurality of

nodes which communicate with the Head Bid via at least one upstream channel and at least one

downstream channel, the access n^work including a first node adapted to conunuiucate with the

Head End via at least one downstream channel and at least one upstream channel, the access

network further including a second node adapted to communicate with the Head End via at least

one downstream channel and at least one upstream channel, the at least one downstream channel

including a first downstream channel and a second downstream chaimel, wherein the first
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downstream channel is associated with a first channel identifier, and the second downstreani

channel is associated with a second channel identifier, the at least ox^e upstream channel

including a first upstream channel associated with a third channel identifier, wherein the third

channel identifier is different from the first channel identifier and second chaiwxel identifier, the

system comprising:

at least one processor;

at least one interface configured or designed to provide a comxminication Unit to at least

one other network device in the data network; and

memory;

the system being configured or designed to:

communicate between the Head End and the first and second nodes via the first

downstream channel;

perform a load balancing oneration which includes transmitting a dynamic channel

change xeqnest said dynamic channel change request including a request to perform a

downstrearr^ ^hfltitipl change operation in order to cause the first node to switch from the first

downstream nhanT^ft! to the second downstream channel, wherein the load balancing operafio^ is

perfoimed for the purpose of managing bandwidth resources on the first and second downstream

channels:

ftansmit a first request to tho first node to perComi a djTiomic ohonnol change operation,

said first rcquept including a request to^orform a downstrpom chapncl chtmgQ operation in ordor

to cause-Ao first node to 5\^itch -from the first dov^TiGtream ohomioMo the second downatreom

chaim&k-

commmiicate b^een the Head End and the first node via the second downstream

channel after successful completion of the downstream channel change operation at the first

node; and

communicate between the Head End and the second node via the fiist downstream

channel after successful completion of the downstream channel change operation at the first

node.

128. (previously presented) The system of claim 127 wherein said access network is a

wireless network.
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129. (pr&viomly presented) The sy&tem of claim 127 wherein said access network is a

cable network, said plurality of nodes axe cable modems, and wherein said Head End comprises

a Cable Modem Termination System (CMTS).

130. (cancelled)

131. (cancelled)

132. (new) The method of claim 84 wherein communication between the Head End

and the first and second nodes is implemented using a DOCSIS protocol,

133- (new) The system of claim 101 wherein communication between the Head End

and the first and second nodes is implemented using a DOCSIS protocol,

134. (new) The computer program product of claim 115 wherein commmxication

between the Head End and the first and second nodes is implemented using a DOCSIS protocol

135, (new) The system of claim 121 wherein conomunication between the Head End

and the first and second nodes is implemented using aDOCSIS protocol,

136* (new) The method of claim 122 wherein communication between the Head Bad

and the first and second nodes is implemented using a DOCSIS protocol-

137, (new) The system of claim 127 wherein conmiunication between the Head End

and the first and second nodes is implemented using a DOCSIS protocol.

138- (new) The method of claim 84 wherein the downstream channel change is

implemented at the first node without rebooting or re-initializing the first node.

139. (new) The system of claim 101 wherein the downstream channel change is

implemented at the first node without rebooting or re-initializing the first node.
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140 (new) The computer program product of cto 115 whei^n the downstream

channel change is implemented at the first node without rebooting or re-inltializins the first

node-

141. (new) Hie system of claim 121 wherein the downstream channel change is

implemented at the first node without rebooting or re-initializing the first node.

142. (new) The method of claim 122 wherein the downstream channel change is

implemented at the first node without rebooting or re-initializing the first node.

143. (new) The system of claim 127 wherein the downstream channel change is

implemented at the first node without rebooting or re-initializing the first node.
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